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What’s Working in Alcohol  
& Beverage Marketing

Use Cases and Trends in Physical Marketing
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“Digital marketing can follow us 
anywhere, but the look and feel of a 
well-designed printed piece captures 
our attention like nothing else.”
 – Matthew Freitas
  Vice President,  
  Beer, Wine, Spirits & CPG

The world may be wired, but the foundation of alcohol and beverage 
marketing remains firmly rooted in the physical realm due in large part 
to the multi-tiered, complex distribution model and the matrix of strict 
legal regulations. While we can take an integrated approach with our 
campaigns, the foothold of our trends at the local point-of-sale level stems 
from both the quality and speed-to market of printed promotional assets.

While physical marketing execution is critical for alcohol and beverage 
marketers, the need to grab customers’ attention in a tangible way is 
universal across verticals. BrandMuscle’s print center supports highly 
customized in-store signage, local marketing materials and promotions, 
from simple price cards to complex die-cut displays, from banners to 
menus to window clings. Delivering the greatest marketing impact through 
print and promotional materials has never been simpler. This lookbook 
shows you how. 

Physical Assets Make the Impact



BrandMuscle’s creative services team works 
hand-in-hand with our clients to develop 
a wide-range of brand-compliant, custom 
point-of-sale items. This year, our design 
team produced more than 230,000 custom 
design requests, processing more than 
30,000 next-day turnarounds.

Custom Point-of-Sale Designs + 
Speed-to-Market = Maximum ROI

Influencing Decisions  
at the Purchase Level

 “Print is a major part of our business. One major trend 
we’re seeing is a shift away from bulk-print, long-run 
material to a more on-demand approach. This saves 
our customers storage space and eliminates the worry 
of expired assets. This on-demand model coupled with 
increased digital marketing is ultimately where the 
industry is going, and BrandMuscle’s capabilities are a 
perfect solution for integration.”
 – Matthew Freitas
  Vice President,  
  Beer, Wine, Spirits & CPG
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A sampling of the strategic 
solutions BrandMuscle provided 
our alcohol beverage clients
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Strategic Solutions that Drive ROI

Simply Deliver The Greatest 
Marketing Impact

Red Bull Scales and Saves with BrandMuscle
Red Bull needed to develop a low-footprint countertop display 
that would feature a custom pricing message for each of their 
markets. Focused within convenience stores and gas stations, 
where counter space near the register is limited and cramped 
with competing messages, the company wanted to highlight the 
Red Bull can itself while also communicating this price feature 
– without taking up any more space than absolutely necessary. 
Red Bull also wanted the marketing asset to be available as 
a template on the BrandMuscle Integrated Local Marketing 
Platform Brand Management site with the ability to customize 
the price point easily to streamline the ordering process. The 
final product needed to be simple to assemble as well as cost 
effective to produce. After testing multiple design options, 
BrandMuscle came up with a design that would take up only 
four square inches of counter space while optimally utilizing the 
vertical message space. The client was thrilled to have a custom 
display package that addressed all of their concerns and was 
easy to order.
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BrandMuscle Cuts the Complexity of Jim Beam 
Limited Time Offer Point-of-Sale Kits
Jim Beam released a limited time bottle called Jim Beam Repeal 
Batch. The company needed a way to supply the point-of-sale 
materials to only those markets where this limited time offer bottle 
would be sold, especially since Beam was paying for this marketing 
execution. BrandMuscle produced 600 kits that contained a nine-
pack of varying point-of-sale items in a custom-sized box to each 
market. Each kit contained a pack of two different size window 
clings, case stackers, two different size posters, case cards, shelf 
talkers, pole toppers, and double-wide case cards. Jim Beam was 
able to receive discounted pricing for ordering in bulk, and they 
could rest assured that their sales team had the necessary point-of-
sale items to execute the marketing for the limited-time-bottle.  

With speed-to-market of utmost importance, BrandMuscle printed, 
packed, and shipped the 600 kits within two-and-a-half business 
weeks. The success of the Jim Beam Repeal Batch kits immediately 
generated another bulk kitting order for Jim Beam’s new Hot Toddy 
bottle. The Jim Beam Hot Toddy order consisted of 55 kits that 
included varying point-of-sale items with every kit containing a 
different number of point-of-sale packs inside. This order only took 
two business weeks to produce.
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Tito’s Handmade Vodka Reaches 
Customers in the Moment

The Tito’s Handmade Vodka sales team works with local businesses, 
communities, and charities to consistently sponsor events throughout 
their markets. This requires quick-turn, point-of-sale items that look 
great and can be on the teams’ doorsteps on an as-needed basis. 

BrandMuscle’s Integrated Local Marketing Platform gives Tito’s sales 
team the ability to rapidly place and make changes to custom orders. 
The Platform allows for quick review and approval by a Marketing 
Manager or the corporate design team before production, as well as 
easy editing of Tito’s previously created and frequently used materials 
like step-and-repeats, banners, pennant flags, posters and table tents.

The BrandMuscle Integrated Local Marketing Platform gives Tito’s sales 
team the ability to order and receive high-quality point-of-sale items 
that meet corporate design standards with a unified design, theme, and 
message for events, and gives the Tito’s Handmade Vodka corporate 
design team their time back to focus on strategic design initiatives.
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Republic National Distributing Company Makes an 
Impact with BrandMuscle In-House Design

Just wanted to drop you a note on the Fall tradeshow 
books that BrandMuscle made. Couldn’t have done 
it without you. They turned out great and we had 
several comments on how professional they looked. 
The most critical/ important thing to me was how 
quickly BrandMuscle turned them around and that the 
designer was here locally to make corrections as she 
was creating the book. Without BrandMuscle’s help 
we never would have had these in time or as nice as 
they were. I’m sure it was a pain on your end but just 
wanted to let you know the effort did not go unnoticed.
 – Jim Weak
  Director of Marketing, Michigan,  
  Republic National Distributing Company

Republic National Distributing Company needed a specialized guidebook 
for its Fall industry trade show for its on- and off-premise accounts. 
The show features more than 60 tables with eight wines per table and 
facilitates sampling and sharing of information from the winemakers/
suppliers hosting the table. 

BrandMuscle’s creative services team worked with five different brand 
managers and one trade marketing director to coordinate content for the 
tradeshow book. Each page featured a table, including product information, 
RNDC order codes and pricing, and a sales description of the wines. The 
accounts used the books to guide them through the show and make notes 
while at the show on items they may 
be interested in ordering from RNDC after the show. The book also included 
a table of contents so accounts could decide which table they would like 
to visit if they are on a schedule and could not make them all. The 
team completed this project in two weeks, including in-house 
print time for 500 books.  

All prices and vintages are subject to change without notice. Not all items are available in all counties.

TABLE #1

• O’NEIL •

Austerity, Santa Lucia Highlands Pinot Noir
California  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 256002

This elegant and opulent Pinot Noir features aromas of 
cranberries and graham cracker with earthy overtones. 
The palate reveals ripe red fruit flavors complemented 

by balanced tannins and a long, lingering finish.
Reg: $144.00/cs    Post: $120.00/cs

Austerity, Paso Robles Cabernet Sauvignon
California  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 400059

Our robust Paso Robles Cabernet Sauvignon features 
ripe cherry aromas followed by licorice and sweet oak. 
The layered palate features bright red fruits with a bold 
framework of structured tannins. The depth of flavor is 

underscored by a long finish.
Reg: $144.00/cs    Post: $120.00/cs

Harken, Chardonnay
California  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 400031

This rich Chardonnay exhibits a classic profile of 
tropical fruit and Bosc pear alongside warm oak 

aromatics. The luscious palate suggests crème brulée 
and buttered toast, and finishes with fresh acidity.

Reg: $120.00/cs    Post: $104.04/cs

Day Owl, Rosé
California  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 401463

Day Owl Rosé radiates with floral red fruit and vibrand 
orange zest vibes. Lively acidity and a dry, elegant 

finish make for a bold bottle as alluring as the day is 
long. Pair with barbecued chicken, watermelon and 
mint salad, cold Thai sesame noodles, or fresh fish 

tacos.
Reg: $120.00/cs    Post: $104.04/cs

Line 39, Central Coast Pinot Noir
California  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 287485

Our fruit-driven Pinot Noir has fresh fruit and herbal 
with rich flavors of raspberries and black cherries on 

the palate and soft, supple tannins.
Reg: $96.00/cs    Post: $80.04/cs

Line 39, Excursion
California  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 400660

The palate is rich and structured with plum, dark 
chocolate, sweet vanilla and spice. These concentrated 

aromas of red and black fruit and balanced tannins 
culminate into a long and lingering finish.

Reg: $96.00/cs    Post: $80.04/cs

Robert Hall, Merlot Paso Robles
Paso Robles, CA  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 400998

Rich aromas of ripe black cherry accentuated by hints 
of cedar. Lush, ruby-red color indicates the level of 

concentration yielded by the vintage and the vineyards. 
On the palate, rich flavors mirror the aromas and are 

complemented by soft, silky tannins on the finish.
Reg: $176.04/cs    Post: $136.08/cs

Robert Hall, Cabernet Sauvignon
Paso Robles, CA  |  750 mL x 12  |  SKU: 400995

The core of black currant and hints of cedar and spice 
along with cocoa aromas echoed by rich persistent 

flavors of plush ripe fruit, dark chocolate and anise are 
all supported by balanced rich velvety tannins.

Reg: $200.04/cs    Post: $160.08/cs

 1 ................... O’NEIL
2 ................... ZONIN
3 ................... ZONIN
4 ................... DELEGAT
5 ................... ST. SUPERY
5 ................... CHATEAU CHANTAL
6 ................... JOHN ANTHONY
7 ................... BRONCO
8 ................... PALM BAY IMPORTS
9 ................... RUTHERFORD WINES
10 ................. TAUB FAMILY
11 ................... LAIRD & COMPANY
12 .................. ST. JULIAN
13 .................. JUSTIN
13 .................. LANDMARK
14 ................. FETZER
15 .................. PRESTIGE
15 .................. TERRAVANT
16 ................. SCHEID
17 .................. LA GRANDE COURTAGE
17 .................. LATITUDE WINE CO.
18 ................. DAILY’S 
19 ................. MIONETTO
20 ................ IBG/NEXUS
21 .................. WINEBOW
22 ................. WINEBOW
23 ................. DELICATO FAMILY VINEYARDS
24 ................ DELICATO FAMILY VINEYARDS
25 ................. V2 WINE GROUP 
26 ................ SHAW ROSS
27 ................. SHAW ROSS
28................. PERNOD RICARD
29 ................ PERNOD RICARD
30 ................ FOLIO
31 .................. FOLIO
32 ................. TREASURY WINE ESTATES
33................. TREASURY WINE ESTATES

34 ................ SANTA CAROLINA
34 ................ FINCA EL ORIGEN
35  ............... PASQUA
36 ................ BARON DE LEY
36 ................ QUADY
37 ................. SCHMITT SOHNE
38 ................ ROCK WALL
38 ................ ZACA MESA
39 ................ BNA WINES
39 ................ GORDON ESTATE
40 ................ GUARACHI
41 ................. CONSTELLATION
42 ................ CONSTELLATION
43 ................ VINEYARD BRANDS
44 ................ CRIMSON
45 ................ DAOU VINEYARDS
45 ................ TREFETHEN
46 ................ SAN ANTONIO
47................. FOLEY FAMILY
48 ................ PACIFIC HIGHWAY
49 ................ GUNDLACH BUNDSCHU
50 ................ BROWN FORMAN
51 .................. SCOTTO CELLARS
52 ................. OLD BRIDGE CELLARS
52 ................. VAN DUZER
53 ................. QUINTESSENTIAL
54 ................ ANDERS LANE
55 ................. EVATON
56 ................ DRINKSPACE
56 ................ SONOMA WINE CO
57 ................. RUSSIAN STANDARD
58 ................ AQUITAINE
59 ................ ATLAS
60 ................ FREDERICK WILDMAN
61 ................. FERRARI CARANO
62 ................ KLINKER BRICK

TABLES

WELCOME TO THE RNDC FALL TRADE SHOW!
OCTOBER 2, 2018

We are very pleased to have you join us for our annual Fall Trade Show!

We have worked hard to bring you some of our favorite seasonal 
offerings, just in time for new wine lists and holiday promotions.

Our top wine suppliers are participating and hosting their own 
tables to best inform you about their products.

The following pages showcase over 60 tables; each loaded with offerings that are sure 
to stimulate great holiday sales. We have listed the post-off price for when the wine is 

on sale - please check with your sales representative for the most updated pricing. 

We are happy to introduce you to some new additions in our portfolio 
as well as showcase wines that have been part of the RNDC portfolio 

from the start. Great wines that stand the test of time!

We truly appreciate this opportunity to showcase some of our favorites and 
thank you for joining us. We wish you a successful holiday selling season, 

and look forward to providing you with an array of spectacular wines!

Enjoy and please sample responsibly!

•  FALL •
 WINE TRADE SHOW

OCTOBER 2, 2018
THE INN AT ST. JOHN’S

PLYMOUTH, MI
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Dimension Development Company tasked BrandMuscle to create 
a rollout book for an inaugural beverage program for a hotel 
management company. The goal of the project was to create a tool 
that simply, but effectively, could direct 60+ hotel managers and 
teams on what the expectation of their bar offerings will be as of 
January 1, 2019. 

“The BrandMuscle creative team took our direction and 
was able to create a book that not only accomplished 
our task, but is something that the VP of Food & 
Beverage at Dimension Development Company is 
very proud of. My experience with BrandMuscle was 
fantastic, and I will use this team anytime I have an 
opportunity to create another rollout book in the future.”
 – Jill Helmerick
  Director, On-Premise National Accounts,  
  Dimension Development Company

BrandMuscle Makes Marketing More 
Compliant, Consistent, Efficient, 
and Scalable for Hotel Management
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BrandMuscle’s creative services team frequently fields requests from our 
distributor clients to develop off-premise displays for their key accounts. Below 
are a few examples of some of the more elaborate displays we created recently 
along with feedback from our clients. Creepy clowns turn heads, and in this case, 
BrandMuscle wanted customer eyes drawn up and to the exceptional ratings of 
Michael David Wines. The client loved the creativity of this consumer education 
Freakshow circus theme, complete with wooden coffin shelving units.

Blending Haunts and Highlights 
for Michael David Wines

Powerful Physical Marketing 
When it Matters Most 
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Derby Days Display Drives 
Revenue for Dark Horse

Dark Horse is a very important brand for us and we 
wanted to make an impactful display that would be 
relevant throughout summer. We figured the Triple 
Crown horse races were a natural tie in with Dark 
Horse wine. We pitched the store on building a starting 
gate out of wood and PVC pipe and incorporated 
BrandMuscle signage to make it look like the real 
thing. BrandMuscle did a great job creating a sign that 
resembled the Churchill Downs starting gate. The result 
turned out great, and the account loved the display. 
 – Cameron Heck 
  Sales Representative  
  Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits
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Cultural Strategy Achieves Impressive ROI 
and National Recognition

Camp Viejo originally requested a photo opportunity featuring a skeleton 
for a Halloween display. BrandMuscle’s creative services team suggested 
that a flamenco dancer would more accurately represent the spirit of the 
brand and its origin, while providing the benefit of remaining relevant 
after the Halloween holiday. The display received prominent position in 
the store, and 65 cases sold. It is also part of a national display contest 
and is currently ranking #1. The client was thrilled with both the creative 
results and the business impact. 

“Boom!! Now that’s a display!!”
“This is what winning looks like! Incredible.”
“To echo everyone… WOW and AMAZING!!! Great job!”
        – Camp Viejo Sales Team
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Want to Tap into BrandMuscle’s Strength?
(866) 464-4342  |  233 S. Wacker Drive | Suite 5650 | Chicago, Illinois 60606

BrandMuscle is the leader in 
Integrated Local & Channel 
Marketing

BrandMuscle is the leader in integrated local and channel marketing, serving over 
300 of the world’s top brands, with 700 professionals in six offices globally. The 
BrandMuscle Integrated Local Marketing Platform enables brands and their local 
marketing partners to deliver the greatest marketing impact to each individual 
customer. BrandMuscle simplifies and scales digital and physical marketing 
execution, enabling brands to acquire and retain the best customers, build loyalty, 
enhance lifetime customer value, and maximize ROI.

To learn more, call (866) 464-4342, visit BrandMuscle.com or follow on Twitter,  
Facebook or LinkedIn.


